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Abstract

In general, thin-walled and compression-loaded structures are prone to buckle. Due to the

sensitivity of thin-walled shell structures to geometrical imperfections on the buckling

behaviour, the initial imperfections of shells significantly reduce the buckling load in

comparison to theoretically determined loads. Within the EU-project DESICOS, it is desired to

further investigate imperfection sensitivity of composite launcher structures. To perform

parameter studies, it is essential to automate the pre-processing steps with the commercial code

Finite Element Method ABAQUS, as well as the post-processing steps needed. Thereby,

different kinds of initial imperfections, such as axis-symmetrical imperfections and non axissymmetrical imperfections have to be taken into consideration.
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1. Introduction

Thin-walled shell structures are used extensively in a wide variety of engineering applications

which includes aerospace, spacecraft, nuclear reactors, pressure vessels, pipelines and offshore

platforms. In contrast to one dimensional structures (beams) and two dimensional structures

(plates), thin walled shell structures are imperfection sensitive, i.e. the actual buckling load of

these structures is significantly lower than the theoretically predicted buckling load. Shell

structures subjected to axial compression are found to be most sensitive towards geometric

imperfection .

The tendency to replace expensive experimental investigations by numerical simulation has

been evident with the onset of the era of supercomputing. Analysis of different types of

aerospace, marine and civil engineering structures using large general purpose computer codes

has drawn attention in the recent days and is well accepted. These programs facilitate

the calculation of stress and deformation patterns of very complicated structural

configurations successfully with the desired accuracy as demanded in engineering analysis.

Within the framework of the EU-project DESICOS [1], numerical parameter studies to assess

the buckling load of geometrically imperfect shells have to be performed with the help of the

commercial FEM-Software ABAQUS [2]. Due to the high number of possible parameter

configurations, these computations have to be performed in an automated manner. Therefore, a

parametric ABAQUS input script and python script has to be developed by making use of C++

programming.

The second chapter explains the theory behind buckling analysis of cylindrical shells and on

imperfection modelling of unstiffened circular cylindrical shells. The third chapter details the

purpose of the routine and the algorithm that generates ABAQUS input scripts and python

scripts (used for post processing in case of non-linear analysis) with the parameters defined by

the user through a configuration file. The fourth chapter illustrates the naming convention

followed while creating these script files, linear bifurcation analysis and non-linear static

analysis. It includes convergence study (to determine the recommended mesh size), parameter

study along with verification (with results generated through AstrA Code [3]), SPLA

(validation of code) and Modified Riks Method and the fifth chapter forms the summary and

conclusion.
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